
Instagram Workshop FAQ
DESCRIBE THIS WORKSHOP?

My Instagram Business Workshop is a two hour slideshow followed by up to an hour of personalised Q & A and strategy for your 
personal needs.

WHO IS IT FOR?

This workshop suits anyone wishing to know more about Instagram “influencing” as a viable career choice. It can help you to grow 
your audience and then monetise it working in travel.

WHY DO YOU OFFER THIS WORKSHOP?

I wrote a lot of this course content for my conference “The Travel Bootcamp” but realised that many people overseas and interstate 
couldn’t make it to the event. I wanted to put together an online version that I can conduct over a live Skype session with screen-
share. This can also be done in person in a relaxed one-on-one setting. I believe that an educated industry is a strong industry and I 
love to help others.



WHAT DOES IT COVER?

In a nutshell? Everything! I have split the content into two parts, Beginner and 
Advanced.

You can expect to learn the following -

Beginner Session
• Who am I?
• My experience
• Just a little bit of inspiration
• Instagram Strategy - How to gain followers and increase engagement
• Improving your photography
• If you build it they will come, influencer benchmarks
• Q & A

Advanced Session
• Making Instagram my business
• Destination Marketing 101
• Knowing your product
• The Media Kit
• The art of the email
• Networking and long-term relationships
• Pricing
• Sponsored posts
• Education

HOW DO YOU GIVE THIS PRESENTATION?

The presentation is best when given in person, but I can also run it as a live online 
Skype session with screen-share. If at home on the Gold Coast I offer the workshop 
on a 27” iMac. If I am on the road I can offer the same workshop on my laptop. For 
Skype, please ensure you have the latest update.



HOW MANY PEOPLE CAN DO THIS WORKSHOP AT ONCE?

This workshop is designed for one person but I can stretch it to two if you have a 
friend or partner who wishes to attend.

WHAT DO I NEED TO BRING?

This is one workshop where I absolutely encourage you to bring your mobile phone 
along and use it.You’ll probably also want to take notes as I cover a lot of territory 
and not all of it will be written out on the slides.

DO I GET A COPY OF THE SLIDES?

No, but I will provide a set of course notes with all of the important information 
included.

HOW MUCH IS IT?

My Instagram workshop is $1,000 + GST. There is no additional charge for a second 
person. I am happy to write a tax invoice if this is a business expense for you.


